THE literary history of Zemira australis has chiefly consisted of a tossing from genus to genus without reason or explanation. The type species was originally described and figured by G. B. Sowerby, Junr.,* as Eburna australis from New South Wales. He adds that Dr. Gray considered it to be the Cancellaria spirata of Lamarck. This view was upheld by Kiened who reviewing Eburna, states that E. australis should remain among the Cancellaria, where Lamarck had placed it. Deshayest followed by accusing Sowerby of publishing two names, figures and descriptions for one shell, the first time by drawing it as a Cancellaria with three twists on the columella, the second time as an Eburna with none. Lamarck and his followers had however been deceived by a After thus successfully establishing his species, Sowerby redescribed and refigured it as Pseudoliva australis. § The Brothers Adams instituted for E. australis a new subgenus Zemira which .they ranked under Eburna.1I This view is accepted by Tryon,-r but not by Fischer,** who prefers.w subordinate Zemira to the genus Macron. Kobelt, one of the few writers who have contributed more than a copy or a gue'ss to our stock of information, has added to a full account of the shell, a description of the operculum, and concludes that the data presented confirms the classification of Adams. tt Tate has promoted Zemira from subgeneric to full generic rank, when describing a second and fossil species.H The latest classificatory notice is that by Harris § § who agrees with Tate in considering Zemira an independent genus allied to Eburna.
No particular argument seems to have been advanced by anyone to show why Eburna should. be considered the nearest to Zemira. The deep canaliculation at the suture, the spotted colour and the general contour certainly present analogies. But except for the plications of the columella, as close a general resemblance is shown by' Cancellaria. From Eburna, Zemira differs by its spiral sculpture and especially by the spiral furrow on the fore part of the shell which ends as a projecting point on the aperture.
The dissatisfaction, rather felt than uttered, of authors about the assigned position of the species, is shown by Sowerby's reference of it to Pseudoliva and Fisher's to Macron.
It has seemed to me that Zemira more nearly approximates to the Struthiolariidre than to the Buccinidre. The two recent genera (Struthiolaria and Tylospira) of the former are both , ornamented by spiral sculpture; and in some fossil forms, as A. Adams, tt bears a marked resemblance to these forms; but having no personal acquaintance with the species, I forbear to comment further on it.
These notes on the shell charact.ers were put together several years ago. I had hoped that an examination of the animal might prove or disprove the opinion now expressed, but, unfortunately, I have been unable to procure Zemira australis in the flesh. From the distribution of dead shells, I conclude that the species lives in depths of a few fathoms on sandy ground. So far as known to me, the range of the species is from Sydney northwards to the Queensland border.
Most authors who have dealt with Zemira have coupled it with Eburna, a reference as unnatural as that of Lamarck, who called it Cancellaria. Fisher's opinion that it is related to Macron is more plausible. It is here suggested that to include it in the Struthiolariidre would harmonise better with the geographical distribution and the shell characters. Information obtainable from the unknown animal may, however, place it in a group of equal value not yet differentiated.
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